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Enduring
Scot Spirit

I

nspiring. Extraordinary.
Historic. As we celebrate
the commencement for
the wonderful Class
of 2021, it’s hard to
choose just one word to sum up
all that they, and the Wooster
community, have accomplished this
year. Through challenges, losses,
disruptions, and uncertainties,
the Scot spirit has shone bright
among students, staff, faculty,
and alumni. Working collectively
to support one another, they
sustained our mission—making
sure the community stayed safe
and that these wonderful students
continued to learn, grow, thrive,
and prepare for bright futures
through the COVID pandemic.
On campus, our faculty spent the
summer learning to teach remotely
and in hybrid modes, to provide
maximal learning, flexibility, and
equity for students on campus
and studying from home around
the world. Our students worked
incredibly hard to keep one another
safe and to stay connected, running
student organizations and activities
so that everyone could participate.
And our staff made amazing things
happen, from pivoting dining
services to COVID-safe operations
in multiple modes, to supporting
vaccination clinics for students and
employees, to running an extensive
public health operation including
daily symptom monitoring, over
25,000 COVID surveillance tests,
wastewater testing, and quarantine
and isolation protocols. Our staff
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and faculty found new ways
to make Wooster’s traditions
happen, safely, including concerts
of the chorus, band, symphony,
and jazz ensemble, theater and
dance performances, and athletic
competition for every team (all
squeezed into the spring semester!).
And, of course, we celebrated
I.S. Monday, senior research
symposium, and commencement.
Everyone did work they had
never done before in an incredible,
all-of-campus effort. It was the
best of Wooster’s spirit, strong
amidst tremendous adversity.
With the support of wonderful
faculty, staff, families, and alumni,
our brilliant seniors made the
most of this year. Working both
on-campus and from home, they
found ways to gather data, to use
technology to access archives they
couldn’t visit in person, to compose
and perform music, poetry, and
theater. They wrote, analyzed,
discovered, and almost 200 of
them presented their research at
our second virtual senior research
symposium. The global Wooster
community rallied to support
our seniors in new ways—with

more than 6,700 visitors tuning
in from 96 countries to see their
presentations… and to ask great
questions! As our seniors launch
their post-graduate lives, our
alumni have again stepped up,
with over 1,200 alumni signed
up to provide mentoring and
networking through the Fighting
Scots Career Connection. Our
seniors know that this alumni
body will always be with them,
helping them succeed and make a
difference throughout their lives.

Independent Study
Research responds to time of change, reveals
new areas of investigation and collaboration

While it’s hard to find just one
word to describe the huge range of
things this community has done to
support our College, our mission,
and our students, there is one
word that sums it all up—Scots.
My deepest thanks to you all.
We look forward to once again
having the chance to gather
together soon. Until then, take
care, be well, and go Scots!

Sarah R. Bolton
President

F

rom virtual meetings with faculty mentors to turning
in via email and receiving an I.S. button and Tootsie
Roll in the mail, everything about Independent Study
looked different this year. The hallmarks of mentored research,
interdisciplinary and critical thinking, and establishing tools
for future achievement remained for Wooster students. As they
made plans in the spring and summer of 2020 for how they
would complete the project they have been anticipating since
they decided to come to Wooster, seniors constantly adapted
as researching, communicating, and learning changed due to
the pandemic. Some students found they could rely on online
resources and easily transitioned to video calls with faculty
mentors they’d built close relationships with at Wooster. Others
had to completely alter their research to make it work while
studying remotely and not in Wooster, via video interviews
instead of in-person visits, or from a new approach entirely.

In this section, read about some
of the projects that caught the
attention of the Wooster community.
Drawing inspiration from events that
impacted them like the Black Lives Matter
movement, online learning, climate change, or
the impact of the pandemic on mental health and scientific
communication, students explored untapped areas of research
in compelling ways. Bringing together ideas from courses
outside their majors or from second majors and working with
teams of faculty mentors who brought different perspectives
spurred students to find the intersections of their interests and
informed future studies combining knowledge in biology and
religious studies, anthropology and environmental geoscience,
sociology and education, or communications studies and
Spanish, as just a few examples.

Find more stories about students’ work on I.S. on our website at Wooster.edu
and check out this year’s Virtual Senior Research Symposium at
news.wooster.edu/symposium-2021/ where students had the opportunity to
share their research and answer questions from participants in the event.

↑ Seniors were able to gather safely in
small groups or pods to celebrate turning
in their projects and even participated in
a socially distanced parade on campus.
WOOSTER SUMMER 2021
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Interviews reveal Latinx
perception of BLM movement
NATALIA PARRA
Spanish and
communication studies
major
I.S. title:
A Continuacíon Black
Lives Matter: An
ethnographic analysis
of the perception of the
Latinx community towards
the Black Lives Matter
Movement
Mentors:
Rebecca Garonzik,
assistant professor of
Spanish, and Rohini Singh,
assistant professor of
communication studies
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W

hen Natalia Parra decided to be a part
of the Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests in Atlanta last year after the death
of George Floyd, she felt like she had to hide it
from her parents because she wasn’t sure how
they would react. Growing up in the U.S. after
immigrating with her family from Colombia
at age 7, she explained that in order to begin a
new life in America her family, like many immigrants, has always been careful about drawing
too much attention to themselves, causing them
to have limited experience and perspective on
American society and especially other marginalized communities like the African American
community. “For so long the Hispanic community has had a view of the African American
community that is purely based on news media,

specifically Hispanic-oriented media. The African American community is seen with negative
connotations such as criminality or inherent evil
for example,” Parra said, explaining that she’s
found many in the Latinx community don’t see
the BLM movement as related to them.
As a Spanish and communication studies major
in her senior year at Wooster developing her
Independent Study, Parra decided to examine
the Latinx population's perceptions of and attitudes toward the BLM movement and how
they are influenced by Spanish-language news
media through a series of qualitative interviews
in Spanish with members of the Latinx community. As she interviewed Latinx Americans
living in different parts of the country, she
found that the movement led to a shift in understanding for some participants. She explained
that for immigrant Latinx communities and
Spanish-speaking media, “The African American community is completely outside of the
narrative, and through this movement, people
I talked with are finding out things about their
culture and who they are as a society.”

In her analysis, Parra found participants
struggled with “the binary nature of race in
the United States, how race is perceived as
either Black or white, no in between,” she
explained. “The participants perceive themselves in the American context of race and
ethnicity.” Through interviewing participants
from different age groups, she found that
younger participants felt the need to educate
their parents regarding race and ethnicity in
the U.S. because “They feel like they're getting
a perception that is not correct from Hispanic-oriented sources of news,” she said. While
most of those she interviewed supported the
BLM movement, what interested Parra was
the way they separated it from themselves.
“They did not feel that the Black Lives Matter movement would affect their daily lives,

“

The African American
community is
completely outside of the
narrative, and through
this movement, people I
talked with are finding
out things about their
culture and who they are
as a society.”
— Natalia Parra

↓
Sierra Lapasky ’23
is pictured during
a Black Lives
Matter protest
in downtown
Wooster in
September 2020.
Photo: Carlos
Desantiago ’21
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which is interesting, because they themselves
are of a darker complexion,” she said, attributing the separation between these two communities to the media, but also to preconceived
notions of race and the lack of inclusion of
both of these communities in American society, history, and politics.
Working closely on her I.S. with Rebecca
Garonzik, assistant professor of Spanish,
and with Rohini Singh, assistant professor
of communication studies, Parra said they
helped her to narrow her focus and broaden
her perspective. “They helped me structure
my writing to communicate in the best way
possible to an audience who maybe hasn't had
any experience with the Hispanic or the African American community,” Parra said. “I was
afraid of I.S. ever since I got to Wooster, but
they made the process enjoyable and exciting.
It was such a wonderful experience.” Singh
and Garonzik commented that they shared
Parra’s appreciation for the relationship they
developed as they reviewed her work: “One
of the great joys of this co-advised project was
forming connections among the three of us. We
would often refer to ourselves as a team I.S.
and begin our sessions talking about how our
weeks had gone and sharing stories about our
families that really helped solidify our working
relationship through the cultivation of a professional friendship.”

Parra’s first experience with using interview
research to develop an understanding of human
perception in the way she did for her I.S. began
with an internship she had as a rising sophomore interviewing immigrant workers all
over Ohio for a summer research project with
Professors Michelle Leiby and Alvaro Corral in
political science. “Being at Wooster in this space
where your ideas are valued and they're teaching you how to think critically has made me
hyper aware of not just my race and ethnicity
but how to interact with other communities,”
she said. “It’s given me the skills to be able to
take that experience and knowledge and apply
it to these interviews and how participants view
race and their identity.”

WOOSTER SUMMER 2021
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funding can do more focused and targeted research. It's a super important step that fills a gap
in the scholarship,” he said. Drawing from his
experience in classes in research methodology,
ethnographic study, and social statistics, “his
findings highlight important areas for educational policy moving forward,” Nurse said.
“My education classes prepared me to interact
with educators and to understand and interpret my data from an educational standpoint,
whereas my sociology classes prepared me to
take a more analytical approach, investigating
beyond the surface level of what people are saying and into a societal context, beyond just that
school or district,” he said. Some of his most significant findings included seeing the extension
of surveillance and school disciplinary power
beyond school and the idea of school safety in
a virtual setting. “The school is watching students and watching families from their own

Exploratory study reveals
how virtual schooling affects
school discipline
JONAH KADENS
Self-designed sociology of
education major
I.S. title:
“That was the anomaly
year!”: An exploration
of school discipline and
disproportionality during
the Covid-19 pandemic
Mentor:
Anne Nurse, professor of
sociology

E

ach student who completed their Independent Study research during the pandemic faced inevitable challenges that
forced them to adjust their planning and think
creatively about what they wanted to accomplish, but Jonah Kadens used it as an opportunity to focus his research on an area educators
and sociologists hadn’t really had a reason to
think about yet. Through a program at Wooster
that allows students to work with their advisors
to develop a major theme that fits them, Kadens
created a student-designed major in sociology
of education based on his interest in “the societal factors that impact and shape education and
how children experience education.” Kadens
initially planned to focus his I.S. research on
racial disparities in school discipline, but when
COVID-19 forced many schools to hold classes
online, he took an interest in how the online
shift affected discipline in schools—or in this
case outside them.
After seeing a news story about a boy who received a misdemeanor charge when a police officer showed up at his home after an art teacher
spotted a toy gun during a virtual class in Colorado, Kadens’ interest was piqued. “It sparked
me to think about how disciplinary disproportionality has been shaped by virtual schooling,”
said Kadens, explaining that the evidence of
disciplinary disproportionality where Black students as well as Hispanics, Latinx, male, low-income, or other student groups are more likely to
be disciplined already exists. “I was interested
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in the idea that if we don't have the same interaction with students, especially not face-to-face
interaction, how is disciplinary disproportionality translated into virtual schooling?”
His mentor on the project, Anne Nurse, professor of sociology, admired his courage in taking
on this topic. “He could have stayed the course,
focusing on disciplinary disproportionality in
pre-Covid times,” she said. “Instead, he recognized that this period of time is likely to have
repercussions for years to come. It was a rare
research opportunity, but it was also challenging because there are no published studies to
date on how virtual schooling changes discipline practices.”
Taking classes with Nurse throughout his time
at Wooster, Kadens knew that “she had always
gone super above and beyond with feedback,”
he said. “She really wants students to improve
and that’s inspiring to me as a teacher.” Nurse
aided Kadens in developing a project that became more of an exploratory study, navigating
the challenges and limits of researching such an
understudied area. While he would have liked
to complete a quantitative study on discipline
in virtual schooling, the lack of data and proper
coding led him to complete interviews with
schools in the southeastern and midwestern
United States to gain a greater understanding
of how schools were addressing discipline with
the change in venue. “I’m highlighting areas
where other people with more time and more

“

I was interested in
the idea that if we
don't have the same
interaction with
students, especially not
face-to-face interaction,
how is disciplinary
disproportionality
translated into virtual
schooling?”
— Jonah Kadens
living rooms,” he said. “They're sending school
resource officers and punishing students for
behaviors that they catch on camera, extending
that school power into the home, which is traditionally more of a private place for students.
I think that's really significant to point out and
to do more research on how that impacts students.” While Kadens is pursuing different options in teaching after he completes his degree,
initially including Teach for America, he also
remains excited and engaged in this area of research and how disciplinary disproportionality
continues to affect education.
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used Ovid as “an exemplar of what to do if you
disagree with something that has been established,” he explained: “Peacefully resist via the
medium of your choice, and for Ovid,” King
explained, “that medium was poetry.”

Connection revealed between
epic poetry and toppling of
confederate monuments
DANTE KING
Classical studies major
I.S. title:
Two sides of the same
coin: Virgil and Ovid’s
clashing portrayals of
individual and group
identity
Mentor:
Josephine Shaya,
associate professor of
classical studies
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I

n his research on classical history and literature, Dante King finds relating the work
to modern-day circumstances to be one of
the most exciting aspects of the process. “Often
classics seems very distant from things going
on now because the ancient Mediterranean
world was so long ago. It's great when we can
really show why reading about people and
experiences from 2,000
years ago is relevant
and even more, is still
significant,” he said.
King, a classical studies
major from Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, dedicated his Independent
Study to comparing
Virgil’s Aeneid and
Ovid’s Metamorphoses,
both works of early
Imperial epic poetry
during the reign of
Augustus, the first
Roman Emperor. He
argued that while Virgil’s work was “more
propagandistic, particularly via the characters
of the Trojan Aeneas
and Italic Turnus and
their rivalry, Ovid’s
writing pushed back
a little bit. He wasn't
so comfortable wholeheartedly supporting
the Emperor in his
expansionist goals as

The same experiences and themes King found
in classical literature remained relevant as he
examined the use of Confederate monuments
and conversations around them. “They dealt
with maybe not similar problems, but equivalent problems that we're still facing today,” he
said. “People have been going through things
like this for a long time and if we look at their
example, we can better understand how we
might tackle our own social issues.”
Virgil was,” King explained. His research went
on to compare this “sociopolitical debate” asking questions about imperialism, the spread of
Roman rule and culture to the modern debate
over the removal of Confederate monuments
in the United States. King found similarities
in the crossroads these two debates face and

King found the pandemic didn’t cause difficulties for him because he was able to access
resources online. His close relationship with
Josephine Shaya, associate professor of classical studies, with whom he’s completed seven
courses with and served with as a teaching apprentice, made the transition to meeting online

“

Often classics seems
very distant from
things going on now
because the ancient
Mediterranean world
was so long ago. It’s
great when we can really
show why reading about
people and experiences
from 2,000 years ago is
relevant and even more,
it still significant.”
— Dante King

seamless. “She understood my project and me as
a student and a scholar. Her expertise was invaluable,” he said. Shaya and King also worked closely
together throughout the year to organize several
online events to support students in the Classics
program and the College community. “I have
to commend Dante for his work this year as the
President of Eta Sigma Phi, the classics honorary
society,” said Shaya. “Dante hosted hundreds of
students at online trivia nights, a museum exploration event, and at virtual lectures, and he
collaborated with students in the history department to help produce an escape room game and a
round of Family Feud. I couldn’t be prouder of all
of the students who created these events.”
As he prepares to start his Ph.D. in classics at
Cornell University in the fall, King appreciates the skills in time management he gained
throughout this project as well as learning to
write about and engage with previous scholarship in the area through his work with Shaya.
“Dante’s I.S. explores the kinds of questions
that he could pursue in graduate school,”
Shaya said, giving the examples, “What are
the stakes of cultural memory and foundation
stories? How do the meanings and functions of
foundation stories change over time?” King is
looking forward to continuing to investigate the
relationship between text and image as well as
studying further the characters of the Aeneid.
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In a video series on social media,
four seniors shared the challenges
and insights they came across
during a pandemic-impacted year

’21

Students studying remotely in the fall
2020 semester had to approach the
Independent Study process in a new
way. Four seniors gave a glimpse into
the process through a social media
video series, that tracked their progress
throughout the year. Alayt Issak, Olivia
Proe, Maresa Taté, and Cesar Lopez
shared the progress of their work with
videos throughout
the year. The opportunity added an extra
layer of expression
for these four seniors,
allowing viewers to
learn first-hand about
all the emotions that
come with I.S., especially during challenging times throughout
the pandemic.
Access and watch
the videos at
bit.ly/33JHrHO or
point your phone's
camera at this QR
code.
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↓

→

ALAYT ISSAK

CESAR LOPEZ

Visualizing Concepts: Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN) visuals
synthesized from semantic vectors

Reconstructing Home and Family: An analysis of the family life experiences of queer Central Americans living in the United States
Mentor: Siavash Samei, visiting assistant professor of archaeology and
anthropology, Middle Eastern & North African studies

Mentor: Drew Pasteur, associate professor
of mathematics
Issak, a mathematics major with a minor
in studio art, wanted to combine her lifelong interest in art with the intrigue that
arose around artificial intelligence (AI) after
watching a talk given by a research engineer
in Machine Learning. “My I.S. asks what it
means to understand a concept in a visual
format by integrating knowledge or meaning into image generation,” Issak said. With
an initial goal to visualize concepts and understand the world, Issak made discoveries
in the realm of AI art, and had the opportunity to speak at the Black in AI Workshop,
co-located with the NeurIPS Conference on
Neural Information Processing Systems.
Issak credits Wooster for allowing her to
network beyond campus and supporting her
pursuits regardless of her background.

↓

Showing
their work

11

CONNECTING IN SO CIALLY DISTANCED WORLD

For his I.S., Lopez sought to answer the question of how queer Central
Americans go about reimagining new familial units and negotiate meaning in new relationships when they are confronted with the need to reconstruct a family. The sociology major interviewed several people who
identify as queer and/or Central American to learn more about how they
experience family life in the U.S. and how they actively engage in family
construction or homebuilding for themselves. “All of this I can largely
attest to having the support of Dr. Samei. He has sat down with me every
single week this semester to really make sense of my thoughts. He has
been able to get me to just slow down and refine the direction that my I.S.
was moving.” Recognizing the difficult conversations he had with participants, Lopez hopes that from his thesis, other queer Central Americans
can learn to reimagine home and family for themselves.

OLIVIA PROE
What are perfect places, anyway? Exploring the New Zealand government’s
approach to youth suicide prevention
Mentor: Heather Fitz Gibbon, professor of
sociology and anthropology
Using topics close to her heart to drive research,
Proe’s I.S. focused on government suicide
prevention initiatives aimed at youth in New
Zealand. New Zealand has one of the highest
youth suicide rates in the world, despite being
ranked one of the happiest countries, so Proe
set out to discover why that is and if the government does anything to address the issue.
While studying abroad in New Zealand in 2019,
the sociology major was able to fully immerse
herself and live with the native Kiwi people, in
which they shared and acknowledged the severity of the country’s suicide rate. Using skills
that she learned in classes at Wooster, such
as interviewing and conducting academic
research, Proe discovered a disappointing
lack of follow through in New Zealand’s government when it came to suicide prevention
initiatives. “The New Zealand government’s
rhetoric around suicide prevention is right,
but following action is not enough. Where I
had first seen my research going ended up
illuminating a larger issue, which ultimately
made the results feel more profound.”

→
MARESA TATÉ
Now you see me — now you don’t: An
investigation of hair alteration effects
on face identification in own and other
race faces
Mentor: Grit Herzmann, associate professor
of psychology and neuroscience
Taté spent the past year studying the Other
Race Effect, which is the tendency for people
to more accurately recognize faces within
their race, rather than outside of their race.
Taté focused her research on how external
features and hair alterations affect this perception. Taté was able to develop a plan
with her faculty mentor that met her needs
specifically. “I think the best thing about
having that one-on-one mentoring experience is that I have the opportunity to learn
from the best of the best, but also at my
own pace and with my own style.” Showing her great ability to adapt, Taté had to
completely change her I.S. topic when the
COVID-19 pandemic hit. Her initial plan
to study epilepsy in Cameroon, which has
the highest epilepsy rates in the world, was

quickly altered by travel restrictions. Neuroscience courses that Taté, a cognitive and behavioral neuroscience major, took her junior
year helped her to easily adjust and develop
this new topic.

4

Photos: Zion Vital ’24

These four seniors, like many
others, learned to quickly adjust
and adapt when the COVID-19
pandemic shook the world. With
resilience and tenacity, they
figured out ways to work around
restrictions in order to gather
data and build foundations
for their projects and propel
them into their next steps after
graduation. Lopez hopes to
pursue a master’s degree in
social work or higher education,
while Proe plans to move back
to New Zealand within the next
few years to continue research
in medical sociology. Issak will
spend the summer working on
machine learning and applied
probability research at the
David Harold Blackwell Summer
Research Institute, and Taté
plans to work as a clinical
research assistant.
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Perceiving artifacts from multiple
lenses enhances meaning
JONAS SHORT
Art history and
anthropology major
I.S. title:
Artifacts of Culture:
Encounters with
multivocal objects in
Margaret of Austria’s
16th-century library
Mentors:
Pam Frese, professor
of anthropology, and
Tracy Cosgriff, assistant
professor of art and art
history, Middle Eastern,
and North African studies

→
Short shared this
representation of an
Aztec or Mixtec mask
dating to the 15th
or 16th centuries CE
from his research.
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F

or students with multiple majors like Jonas
Short, Independent Study can act as an
opportunity to combine multiple interests in a project they’re truly passionate about.
Short’s combination of anthropology and art
history isn’t a “violent collision,” as he shared,
he’d joked about with mentors Pam Frese,
professor of anthropology, and Tracy Cosgriff,
assistant professor of art and art history, middle
eastern, and North African studies.
“There's not a competition between these approaches but fusing them together in a single
project is really fascinating and exciting, because
it can give you even deeper and more meaningful

INTERDISCIPLINARY
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“

Fusing these approaches
together in a single project
is really fascinating and
exciting, because it can give
you even deeper and more
meaningful information
than either could on its own.”
— Jonas Short
information than either on its own,” Short said.
He found working closely with Frese and Cosgriff
to be an “amazing experience in doing this kind of
deep, meaningful research as an undergraduate.”
For them, being a part of an interdisciplinary
I.S. has allowed them to learn from Short as
well as each other. “Double majors instruct
both faculty, as well as the student,” Frese said.
“Every discipline that we put in different buildings on campus intersects with the others, and
with a double major, students learn from two
different faculty perspectives on the discipline,
but the student develops something brand new
that neither of us thought about or did before.”
With an interest in studying the printed image
and how it impacts culture, Short’s I.S. research
primarily looked at a turquoise and feather
shield and a golden feather helmet originally
made in Aztec Mexico that later ended up in
Europe in the collection of Margaret of Austria,
the aunt of Emperor Charles V. “I'm really interested in the intersection of cultures and how
ideas about the world translate from one to
another,” he said, explaining that he translated
the inventory of the objects from Middle French
to English. “I looked at what these two objects
can tell us about the wider transition of ideas
and ideologies, as Europe was quickly trying to

situate two entirely new continents into its understanding of the world.”
While translation, especially in a completely digital environment, is difficult work, Short felt prepared for the research after working with Cosgriff
as a research assistant at the end of his junior year.
“Even when life throws a curveball, something
at Wooster has helped you adapt to it,” he said.
His research uncovered an overlap of meanings
behind the objects. “By teasing apart their shifting
definitions as these examples moved from the
Americas to Western Europe, Jonas has revealed a
network of meanings typically overlooked by both
anthropology and art history,” Cosgriff explained.
The helmet, for example, was “a symbol of creation, but also a symbol of destruction and the end
of days” within Mesoamerican culture, and in the
European collection, Short explained “it becomes
a devil or a demon, even though there was no
such thing as a devil or demon in Aztec contexts.”
Understanding how different cultures impact
the meaning of objects is an idea Frese constantly encouraged Short to think about as he
reviewed information from his sources. “She
would ask questions like, ‘Why would the priest
want it to mean that?’” He said. “It forced me

“

Every discipline that
we put in different
buildings on campus
intersects with the
others, and with a
double major, students
learn from two different
faculty perspectives
on the discipline, but
the student develops
something brand new
that neither of us
thought about or did
before.”
— Pam Frese, professor of
anthropology

to consider these objects much more critically
and sensitively.” Thinking critically in this way
is a skill Short sees himself using as a museum
curator, a field of graduate study he’s interested
in: “It's really critical to examine why we define
art objects and artifacts the way we do, and in
relation to whose definitions, whose culture,
and whose experience.”
His interest in museum studies helped Cosgriff
and Frese to guide Short in his research as he
began work on his I.S. early in the year. “I encourage students to frame an I.S. along the lines
of what their passions are, as well as where they
would like to see themselves down the line,” said
Frese. “We then craft an I.S. that can open paths
for them.” As he applied to graduate school, Short
found that faculty in the programs took interest in
hearing about his research. He plans to attend
the University of Southern California’s Roski
School of Art and Design to study his master’s
in Cultural Practices and the Public Sphere in
the fall. “This is not the senior year I thought I'd
be having, but I wouldn't trade it for the world,”
he said. “I've done work that I'm really proud of
and that I’m excited to share as I graduate and
move on to graduate studies.”
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“

I wanted my project to
be driven by me.”

Intersecting interests in
biology and religious studies
inspire examination of how
consumption affects success
KELSEY STONE
Biology and religious
studies major
I.S. title:
Implications of Buddhist
monk’s and Olympic
pentathlete’s diet on
performance in their
respective fields
Mentors:
Bhakti Mamtora, assistant
professor of religious
studies and south Asian
studies; Nick Brandley,
assistant professor of
biology; Rebecca Williams,
visiting assistant professor
of biology, and Mark
Graham, associate professor
of religious studies
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— Kelsey Stone

C

at the physical demands of each of those and
how their diets can help or inhibit certain components of their lifestyles.” For example, she
explained that iron intake contributed to the
success of both groups, “Iron was an important
factor relating to muscle soreness. Your body
is going to be sore whether you’re training for
six hours or sitting in the same position for six
hours a day.”

Working with Graham, as well as Bhakti Mamtora, assistant professor of religious studies
and South Asian studies, and Nick Brandley,
assistant professor of biology, Stone intended
to arrange visits with the two groups where
she could learn more about their diets and activities. “Seeing how they trained, the level of
intensity, is really hard to display over a phone
call,” said Stone, explaining that she wanted to
be able to ask questions inspired by seeing the
facility used to train for the Olympic event and
the community where the monks lived. When
the pandemic limited her ability to travel, she

Finding the balance between academic writing in religious studies and biology proved to
be one of the most difficult aspects of Stone’s
I.S. “Those are not just two different kinds of
knowledge, they’re two really different kinds
of writing,” said Graham. “To find that point
where a very wide range of persons could read
it and benefit from it is not an easy thing to
do.” Stone often talked with her advisors about
what tone of writing to use for different parts
of the piece. “Bio is very monotone, straight to
the point, and there's more interpretation to
religious writing,” she said, noting that she had
to make careful decisions about when to include
her opinion. “From our perspective, recognizing
the different needs of the disciplines and then
finding that middle ground, so that Kelsey’s
project had the space it needed to thrive was
challenging but also very rewarding,” Mamtora
said. “Kelsey’s ability to bring these two disciplines together points to future areas of research
in biology, cognitive sciences, religious studies,
and environmental sciences, and how those intersections inform our understanding of religion
and science.” This spring Stone presented her
research at the American Academy of Religion
Midwest regional conference, and she is hoping
to continue to study the intersections of the two
disciplines, particularly religion and physical
therapy as a graduate student.

ombining biology and religious studies,
two fields that would seem to be at odds
with each other, into one Independent
Study project as a double major is a challenge
Kelsey Stone began anticipating in her first year
at The College of Wooster. With an interest in
Buddhism and East Asian Studies, Stone began
talking with Mark Graham, associate professor
religious studies. She knew she didn’t want to
do a biology lab study, and as a defender on the
women’s soccer team with an interest in physical therapy, she wanted to look at the nutrition
and fitness aspects of biology. “I wanted my
project to be driven by me,” said Stone, explaining that she designed a project looking at the
diets of two “highly specialized elite groups,”
specifically Buddhist monks and Olympic pentathletes, and how what they consume “affects
their progress toward success and each group's
definition of success.”

completed the interviews over calls and had the
participants share with her menus and pictures
of their food. “Kelsey’s project has been very
student driven, and as a result I’ve learned a
lot,” said Brandley. “Diets and nutrition can be
quite variable between groups of people and
getting access to these groups has provided us
with data that is not normally available.”
“A pentathlete was the ideal matchup to a
monk because both their practices take the
entire day,” Stone said, explaining that pentathletes train for five different events including
fencing, shooting, swimming, riding, and running. “Their entire day is spent recovering and
competing, where for monks, their entire day
is spent meditating or doing chores. I looked

“

Kelsey’s ability to bring these two
disciplines together points to future areas
of research in biology, cognitive sciences,
religious studies, and environmental
sciences, and how those intersections
inform our understanding of
religion and science.”
— Bhakti Mamtora, assistant professor of
religious studies and south Asian studies
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INTERDISCIPLINARY

A

ttracted to the idea of mentored research and “the opportunity to delve
deeply into a topic and become an expert,” Claire Wineman came to The College of
Wooster from her home in Denver, Colorado,
originally intending to study social work, but
after taking classes in Earth sciences, she realized a passion for soils that she wanted to
explore. “What I really liked when I discovered
soil science was that it felt like an area of science
where lots of different fields came together,”
said Wineman, who decided to major in environmental geoscience instead. “I was able to
work with people in more of a social science
context and then simultaneously be studying all
of these hard science aspects that I was really
interested in learning about.”

Scientific collaboration offers
insights to farmers on soil health

Studying the “hard science” while still keeping in mind the social science aspects of the
research became the focus of her Independent
Study—a research project that incorporated her
experiences in an anthropology class studying
Amish Peoples and Cultures at Wooster, with
a qualitative study she developed interviewing
and working with farmers to analyze and make
adjustments to their soil health back in her home
state of Colorado when the pandemic forced her
to complete her I.S. remotely this year.

CLAIRE WINEMAN
Environmental
geoscience major
I.S. title:
The development of a
procedure for the pXRF
analysis of soil cation
exchange capacity
in collaboration with
Colorado farmers
Mentor:
Meagen Pollock,
associate professor of
Earth sciences

↑

Wineman takes a soil sample at
Cooper Creek Ranch in Helmville,
Montana. Photos: Jessica Vizzutti
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“

We need to be teaching
scientists to be aware of
the context of what they’re
studying, to understand
how to develop those
relationships with people,
and to know how to
effectively communicate
key information from
science that will help
people make informed
decisions.”
— Meagen Pollock,
associate professor
of Earth sciences
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said Pollock, noting the importance of scientific
communication. “Think about the communication about the coronavirus pandemic and the
importance of trusting relationships between
scientists and the community. To me, we need
to be teaching scientists to be aware of the context of what they’re studying, to understand
how to develop those relationships with people,
and to know how to effectively communicate
key information from science that will help
people make informed decisions.” Pollock
added that Wooster’s liberal arts model allowed
Wineman to collaborate with McConnell so
effectively. “You can't do this kind of project if
you've never had an anthropology class or gone
out in the field with an anthropologist and been
through that interview process,” she said.
While Wineman planned to interview Amish
farmers in the Wooster area and work with
them to study and analyze their soil, everything
changed when campus closed last summer.
She took initiative and found farmers near her
home in Colorado. “She had to cultivate the
community of farmers that she worked with as
opposed to here where those relationships were
established,” Pollock said. “Her enthusiasm,

Wineman learned scientific lab skills as a research assistant with Meagen Pollock, associate
professor of Earth sciences, in her sophomore
year while studying petrology and found her
true passion lay in soil science. “All of human
life depends on soil because it's what we use
to grow our food. I took an interest in learning
about the actual hands-on, farming aspects,”
Wineman said. Pollock worked with Wineman
to develop a research project around her interests. “The best science is done when more varied and diverse perspectives are included in the
conversation,” Pollock said. “In Claire’s case,
her interests really extended and broadened
my own.” Pollock reached out to David McConnell, professor of sociology and anthropology
at Wooster, whose research interests include
how the Amish engage with nature and the
environment. Through a collaborative research
grant, Wineman worked with McConnell and a
student completing field research with Amish
farmers, and later she adapted questions they
asked the farmers for her own project.
“Claire’s research followed recommended practices for collaboration with the community,”
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training, and preparation
prior to the pandemic
really went a long way to
making this happen.”

“

What I really liked
when I discovered soil
science was that it felt
like an area of science
where lots of different
fields came together.”
— Claire Wineman

↑
Wineman used Wooster's
pXRF to examine the soil
of farmers she interviewed
for her I.S. research. Photo
courtesy Werner Slocum
from National Renewable
Energy Laboratory
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Once she’d interviewed
the farmers about their
farming practices, soil
health, and how they
could collaborate, Wineman analyzed samples
of their soil using portable x-ray fluorescence
(pXRF) technology that
she borrowed from the
College. With a limited
amount of lab research
taking place on campus
in the fall, Wineman
was able to borrow the
instrument throughout
the semester. “It looks
exactly like an x-ray gun
right out of sci-fi,” joked
Pollock. “It allows us to
analyze the chemical makeup of the soil and its
nutrients,” she added, explaining that Wineman
trained with Wooster’s Earth sciences technician
Nick Wiesenberg, to ensure proper safety protocols for working with the x-ray generating equipment. Wineman developed a new procedure for
using this practical scientific technology to help
farmers understand how to grow better crops.
“The pXRF yields near-immediate, more cost-effective, and more accurate results than external
lab soil tests, which tend to act as a barrier to
farmers learning more about their soil health. Because the pXRF is a smaller piece of equipment
that can be easily set up and used in agricultural
fields, it provides an excellent opportunity for
scientists to interact directly with farmers,” said
Wineman, adding, “Learning from them about
their practices and land use history placed my research results in context and allowed me to provide feedback for farmers about how to improve
or change their soil health.”
Completing her field work in this “open space
where farmers could speak honestly about their
perspectives on science” was important to Wineman based on an idea she picked up in her work
with McConnell in Wooster that she referred to
as “the art of cultural relativism.” She explained,
“Dr. McConnell prepared me to analyze people's perspectives from a place of deep respect
in order to gain understanding and empathy for

Teaching
from the
Trail

those perspectives.” Turning in her I.S. in early
January for I.S. button No. 2, Wineman enjoyed
sharing the results of her study with the farmers
she interviewed early in the spring semester.
“Quite a few of the people I worked with are just
starting out and purchasing their land or haven't
started cultivating it yet. It's exciting to be one of
the first soil scientists to be giving them an idea
of their soil health and helping them put together
plans to decide how to build up that soil health
and what they're going to raise. I'm super grateful to be part of that process.”
Seeing Wineman pull together “two such different disciplines and really meld them together in
one coherent I.S.” as well as being able to really
share her results and the impact of her research
with the farmers has also been really rewarding
for Pollock. “A lot of people think of science as
an isolated thing that you do in the lab if you're
a chemist or in the field for geologists, and yet
there are real-world applications,” she said.
“The model that Claire implemented of true
scientific collaboration with a community was
something that her work showcased. It's exciting to see immediately how your work is making a difference. That's what excites me about
teaching, mentoring, and advising.”

COVID-19 delayed the chance for Jim Deprez ’02 to
be part of the Iditarod Trail Sled Race this year, but
he’s more than ready to head to Alaska in 2022.

Completing her I.S. as well as all the credits
she needed for her senior year at Wooster early
allowed Wineman the opportunity to apply for
and begin an apprenticeship at Cooper Creek
Ranch in Helmville, Montana, through the
Quivira Coalition, an organization that fosters
ecological, economic, and social health through
education, innovation, and collaboration in regenerative agriculture. Her day-to-day activities
include everything from caring for newborn pigs,
raising cattle, and supporting the running and
marketing of the business as well as continuing
her studies of soil health. “I’m putting the lessons
of my I.S. to good use as I continue to develop
my soil science knowledge in the context of my
mentor’s practices, land, and animals,” she said.
This spring she helped to design and implement
a hydrology plan that addresses the ranch’s
water supply needs and is studying how soil
health influences animal feed, and her work will
continue into the fall. She’s also interested in expanding her education through a graduate program in agroecology. “My true passion lies with
growing food, raising food, and finding a way
to connect with people through that,” Wineman
said. “I’m constantly in pursuit of intertwining
the roles of scientist and farmer with each other.”
Permission for use of photos from
The Iditarod and David Poyzer
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sidering the event was inspired by the story
of 20 mushers and teams of dogs who bravely
traveled 674 miles in 127 hours to deliver
diphtheria antitoxin serum to sick patients in
Nome in 1925. But Iditarod race organizers
didn’t want to risk contributing to the spread
of COVID-19, especially to isolated places
along the trail where sled teams, veterinarians, volunteers, and others would ordinarily
camp out and gather during the race.

C

hugiak, Alaska, is a long
way from the third-grade
classroom at Ridgewood Elementary School in Hilliard,
Ohio, where Jim Deprez ’02,
spends most school days
teaching, but in March 2020
Deprez found himself at the
Chugiak Dog Musher’s Club in Chugiak,
meeting competitors and officials from the
legendary Iditarod Trail Dog Sled Race. Deprez had been invited to Alaska by Iditarod
race organizers to interview for the job of
2021 Iditarod Teacher on the Trail, an honor
that gives one teacher in the United States
the chance to travel the race route during the
event and send news updates to classrooms
around the country. Deprez’s 2020 interview
trip included stops in Anchorage, Wasilla,
and Willow, and Deprez got a close-up view
of the race he had talked about and watched
with his young students for years. Then, that
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By December 2020, Deprez and race organizers decided not to have an in-person Teacher
on the Trail in 2021. Deprez would write
about the race for the Iditarod blog, but he
would not go to Alaska. His disappointment
didn’t last long, though, because race organizers asked him to return in 2022.

Anchorage, an event that usually has a lot
of hubbub and spectators, was canceled.
And the race did not finish at the traditional
ending point of Nome. Still, 47 mushers
registered to compete. Deprez, monitoring
events from Ohio, kept up with every detail
of the race and included his third-grade
students in daily video updates that were
posted to YouTube. Deprez’s blog posts
gave elementary-age-appropriate discussions of all the elements of the race: how
many veterinarians care for the dogs, where
and how the dogs and mushers sleep, the
Northern Lights that are visible from the Iditarod Trail, and, of course, which dog team
is winning. Students got to watch as Dallas
Seavey finished first, completing the 852mile course in seven days and 14 hours.

This year’s race still went on, with some
changes. The ceremonial start of the race in

Teacher on the Trail is the culmination of
a lot of interests in Deprez’s life, including

The legendary
Iditarod Trail Sled
Race is a great
way to teach
history, science,
geography, and
other subjects
to elementary
students. “At
that age kids
love competition;
they love dogs,
and it’s a great
blend of the two,”
Deprez said.

day in Chugiak, Deprez got to briefly lead a
dog sled on his own. More than a year later,
Deprez still smiles widely when he remembers the moment. “I got to do a little bit of
mushing, which was,” he said, pausing for
effect, “amazing.”
Deprez’s experience in Alaska in 2020 got
even more amazing when he was chosen
from among the finalists to be the 2021
Teacher on the Trail. For months afterward,
he talked to former Iditarod teacher ambassadors and learned about the gear he would
need and schedule he might follow as he
slept in small Alaskan villages and blogged
about the race.
Even before Deprez returned from that initial
trip to Alaska, the world began quarantining
as COVID-19 spread quickly. That a global
health crisis would jeopardize the Iditarod
race was almost unbearably ironic, too, con-
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← Dallas
Seavey,
the 2021
Iditarod
champion.

← Deprez at the
Chugiak Dog
Musher’s Club in
Chugiak, Alaska.
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working with kids, travel, and the
outdoors. He majored in political
science at Wooster and had a special
interest in forestry and public policy.
He studied abroad twice and his senior Independent Study focused on
sustainable forestry in Vancouver,
B.C., with research from a summer
spent studying there. Originally
from Massachusetts, Deprez stayed
in Ohio after graduation and moved
to Columbus with plans to work in
government or politics. When his
political job prospects didn’t pan out,
he remembered the satisfaction he got
working summers as a camp counselor. He pivoted to teaching and
earned a master’s degree in education
from The Ohio State University.
Not long after starting a long-term
substitute teaching job at an elementary school outside Columbus, Ohio,
Deprez was let in on a secret tool he
had never learned in his education
courses. The legendary Iditarod Trail
Sled Race is a great way to teach history, science, geography, and other
subjects to elementary students. “At
that age kids love competition; they
love dogs, and it’s a great blend of
the two,” Deprez said. He enjoyed
seeing how excited students were
when it was time to track the race and
talk about events in Alaska. He has
added more to his lesson plans over
time and Iditarod has been part of his
school year 12 of his 15 years of teaching. Being in Alaska for the race is a
dream come true for Deprez.
In his approach toward teaching,
he also draws from his interdisciplinary education at Wooster. “The
liberal arts education I received from
Wooster allowed me to look at things
from many angles. Creating a huge
interdisciplinary unit to teach and
captivate nine-year-olds is no easy
task, but my advisors always encouraged me to take a variety of courses
to help determine a course of study
that was just right for me.” Deprez
is especially grateful for the guidance he had as a student from Mark
Wilson, Lewis M. and Marian Senter
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“The liberal arts education I
received from Wooster allowed
me to look at things from
many angles. Creating a huge
interdisciplinary unit to teach
and captivate 9-year-olds is no
easy task.”

The
fastest,
longest
year

— Jim Deprez ’02

Nixon Professor of Natural Sciences,
and Matthew Krain, professor of political science. “At the time, Wooster
did not have the environmental
majors it offers now, so I pieced
together as many classes from as
many different fields as I could. This
helped me to gain a perspective I
might not have otherwise received.”
The Iditarod has also given Deprez a
chance to engage the teacher/mentor
model he benefited from at Wooster.
“I am still a teacher for all of my students and those who I have the opportunity to present to, but I also get
to act as a mentor to other teachers
out there who are interested in incor-

↑ A pair of
veterenarians
check on sled
dogs.
top: Deprez
under the Iditarod
starting line.

porating this incredible teaching tool
into their classrooms.”
The 2022 Iditarod will be the 50th time
the race has been run and organizers
are planning a big celebration. Deprez
is excited just thinking about the six or
seven checkpoints he will visit on the
way and the experience of traveling
along the route. “It’s pretty common
to sleep on the floor of a school,” he
said, giving a sense of the accommodations. He’s looking forward to adding to the memories he has from 2020.
“It was truly an experience of a lifetime and getting to go back to do the
same thing next year and more, I can't
begin to describe how excited I am.”

Graduation

Four 2020 graduates reflect on a year of quarantine,
job searches, upended plans, and life as a new college
graduate when everything else in the world was new, too

T

o start the story from the
end: Eleanor Linafelt ’20,
Paolo Nunes Maldonado
’20, Nick Shereikis ’20, and
Emily Stoehr ’20, whose senior year
on campus at Wooster abruptly ended
and whose first year as new college
graduates took place amid a swirl of
global upheaval, are doing well. They
are still bowled over by the unprecedented events of the last year, especially the bleak months when they
should have been marching in the I.S.
Monday parade and walking across
a stage to collect their diplomas.
Members of the Class of 2020 clearly
understand that their graduation year
was unique. But with vaccine distribution up and running and the world
starting to slowly envision a post-pandemic existence, these four new grads
are settling into new lives. They are
no longer college students. And while
they don’t speak for the entire Class
of 2020, they all say that the ups and
downs of the last year, the fear and
uncertainty at times, gave them a perspective they wouldn’t have if they
graduated during an “ordinary” year.
“Honestly, this has been such a
long year but seems it’s taking forever,” Nunes Maldonado said. “On
the other hand, it doesn’t even feel
like six months have passed. It’s so
strange. I tell people it’s been the fastest, longest year of my life.”

PLANNING WHEN PLANS
WERE HARD TO MAKE

What’s Next

Paolo Nunes Maldonado went into
his senior year set on finalizing his

path to medical school. A biochemistry and molecular biology major who
spent the summer after his junior
year at a medical clinic and lab in
Bolivia, Nunes Maldonado hoped to
work in a research lab for a year after
graduation to boost his med-school
admission chances. He and a roommate found an apartment in Columbus and Nunes Maldonado started
looking for positions at places like the
James Cancer Hospital at The Ohio
State University, where he hoped to
contribute to research on stem cells.
Meanwhile, Emily Stoehr, a dual
major in political science and comparative politics, spent a carefree fall 2019
and returned from winter break at
the start of 2020 realizing she needed
to get serious about her job search.
She started meeting weekly with Lisa
Kastor, director of career planning
for APEX, Wooster’s Center for Advising, Planning, and Experiential
Learning, and was considering a oneyear fellowship at an organization
she admired. But Stoehr recalls being
more interested in savoring her last
months in college than fine-tuning her
resume. “I was so focused on making
the most of every moment I had left,”
she said. “I didn’t want to apply for
jobs when I could have been hanging
out in The Pit with my friends.”
Eleanor Linafelt, a dual major in English and women’s, gender, and sexuality studies, started looking for jobs
in the fall of 2019 because she knew
her goal of finding work as a writer
would be tough. She was also deeply
involved in a WGSS digital history
project and her own I.S. work.
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Nick Shereikis, a communication
studies and political science double
major, entered his senior year at
Wooster with some internship experiences under his belt, but without a
clear plan for life after graduation. He
knew he eventually wanted to go to
graduate school, but still wasn’t sure.
“I don’t think I had a clear sense of
what I wanted to do,” he said.

FINDING POWER
IN CONNECTION
Linafelt, Nunes Maldonado, Stoehr,
and Shereikis all distinctly remember
opening the email in March 2020 from
President Sarah Bolton informing students that the pandemic was forcing
classes to go remote. Students needed

THE FASTEST, LONGEST YEAR

to leave campus immediately if they
could. From there, all aspects of the
Wooster experience that have always
been there for students—a close-knit
community, embracing creative
problem solving, faculty and staff
who never lose their connections to
students—took on more meaning and
were more acutely needed than ever.
At her parent’s home in suburban
Pittsburgh in spring 2020, Stoehr set
up a spreadsheet to track dozens of
job applications. She checked online
job boards obsessively and followed
up with connections to companies
and organizations where faculty
members or others had offered to
help. A staff member at the U.S. Institute of Peace, who was introduced
to Stoehr by Michele Leiby, associate
professor of political science, told

Stoehr to let her know when she
applied for U.S.I.P. jobs and promised to put in a good word for her.
The search itself was frustrating, but
Stoehr said she never felt alone because she could count on help from
her Wooster network. “It just shows
how kind every single professor is,”
she said. “They want to see their students succeed.”
Shereikis found a summer internship
in 2020 at Humentum, a Washington
D.C.-based nonprofit organization.
The work was remote, supporting
the operations of other humanitarian organizations around the world,
and he liked it a lot. When the internship ended, though, he found
himself at loose ends once again. He
had worked at APEX as a student,
and Cathy McConnell, director
of experiential learning at APEX,
reached out to ask if Shereikis would
have any interest in helping APEX
Fellows and organizing the virtual
Experiential Learning Symposium in
fall 2020. Shereikis pounced on the
opportunity. Around the same time,
he composed his first-ever message
on LinkedIn explaining the kind of
work he was seeking. To his amazement, connections and offers to help
poured in.
Linafelt was able to keep busy with
freelance writing assignments and
part-time remote writing work for
Wooster as she looked for a job.
Christopher Kang, assistant professor
of English, and a mentor to Linafelt,
suggested using the helter-skelter

Stoehr said she never felt alone
because she could count on help
from her Wooster network. “It
just shows how kind every single
professor is. They want to see
their students succeed.”
WOOSTER SUMMER 2021
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He learned he would be part of a
team identifying patients who were
candidates for clinical trials, gaining
patient consents, collecting lab specimens, and tracking data.

Each night after seeing critically
ill patients, Nunes Maldonado said
Facetime and phone calls from family
and friends “went a really long way
toward keeping my spirits up.”

nature of the current job market to
try unusual approaches to finding
work. That advice prompted Linafelt
to volunteer to read submissions to a
literary magazine as a way of gaining
experience in publishing. “Dr. Kang
was very helpful in being encouraging and supporting while also recognizing the situation,” she said. “He
suggested taking any chances to work
for free or volunteer. You never know
where that will go.”

As Nunes Maldonado would quickly
learn, his new job was in an intensive-care unit filled mostly with
COVID-19 patients. And he would
be working on clinical trials related
to urgent efforts to save the lives of
those hit hardest by the virus. “I was
told that because of situation this
would be a tough task and I would
have more responsibility than a research assistant would ordinarily
have,” Nunes Maldonado said.
“They were severely understaffed
at the time and here I am in my first

big-boy job, working 40-plus hours a
week and thrown into the deep end.”
A typical day in the ICU started with
Nunes Maldonado and the other
research assistants looking at the patient list and matching it with trials
going on in their division, including
trials to test the effectiveness of the
Regeneron antibody cocktail and the
effectiveness of using antibodies from
the plasma of people who had recovered from COVID-19.
Being part of the team was gratifying
and he was learning a lot, but Nunes
Maldonado said the experience was
also overwhelming at times and
emotionally taxing. Not long after he
started the job, he was notified that he
and other hospital employees consid-

“Dr. Kang was very helpful in being
encouraging and supporting while also
recognizing the situation. He suggested
taking any chances to work for free or
volunteer. You never know where that
will go.”
— Eleanor Linafelt ’20

Nunes Maldonado, too, found himself looking for jobs online during the
summer after graduation, at a time
when he assumed he would already
be working in a lab. He delivered
food and worked in landscaping to
stay afloat for the first few months.
Then in October, his career aspirations and the pandemic matched
up when he was hired as a clinical
research assistant in the Division
of Pulmonary, Critical Care and
Sleep Medicine at The Ohio State
University Wexner Medical Center.
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THE FASTEST, LONGEST YEAR

“The network I built, especially, has
been invaluable; to be able to go to
faculty not only as a reference but
talking to them as friends has been
important.”
— Nick Shereikis ’20

Oak Grove
COLLEGE NEWS

in the Wooster Alumni Scots Career
Hub. “It’s still really important to me
to be very humble,” Stoehr said. “I
have friends who had jobs that were
supposed to start back in March (2021)
and they still haven’t started. That
could have been me. I’ve learned it’s
so important to be gracious and it’s
why I so badly want to give back.”

ered non-essential might soon have
to start training as “personal care
aides” to provide patient care if the
university had to open a field hospital
in a nearby arena. Nunes Maldonado
remembers that moment as the most
intense point of this new adult world
he had recently joined. “We were
about 15 to 18 patients away from
that threshold (of needing to add a
field hospital). Fortunately, it leveled
off,” Nunes Maldonado said.
Living in a new city, unable to do
much more than go to work and
come home to his apartment each
night after seeing critically ill patients, Nunes Maldonado said Facetime and phone calls from family
and friends “went a really long way
toward keeping my spirits up.” Despite the intensity of his first full-time
job in health care, he wanted to go to
medical school and took a two-week
break in February to offset some of
the burnout he was feeling.
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LOOKING FORWARD
This group of 2020 graduates learned
a lot about themselves and the world
this year. Each graduate said they
quickly realized the need to set worklife boundaries and carve out time for
fun during seemingly endless quarantine days.
Linafelt became a full-time writer for
Mid-Atlantic Media in Philadelphia
in March 2021. The search took some
time, but she found that it’s not impossible to find a good, full-time job in her
field. She also came through the experience skilled at selling herself and
finding roles that play to her strengths.
Stoehr was hired full time by the
U.S. Institute for Peace in May 2020
and is living in the Washington D.C.
area, getting ready for the return
to in-person work there. She does
advance work for staff from the organization based in foreign countries.
She is learning from and enjoying her
co-workers, and she’s become active

After a semester working at APEX,
Shereikis was hired full time by Humentum, the company where he interned
after graduation, as a marketing and
communications officer. Based in
Washington, D.C., he also started
working on a master’s degree in political communications at American
University.
Nunes Maldonado starts medical
school at Ohio University’s Heritage
College of Osteopathic Medicine in
Dublin, Ohio, this fall. By late winter
2021, his research work in the ICU focused on other critical conditions, not
just COVID, and he could reflect on
what he’s seen and what he wants from
his medical career. Nunes Maldonado
has always wanted to be a family-practice physician, but he’s added emergency and ICU to his list of possible
specialties because of the admiration he
has for the doctors he’s worked with
in the last year and “the passion, skill
set and composure they show.”
Each graduate said their connection
to Wooster will stay strong even now
that the intensity of job searches has
passed. “The network I built, especially, has been invaluable; to be able
to go to faculty not only as a reference
but talking to them as friends has
been important,” Shereikis said.

Sally Staley ’78
elected chair of
Wooster Board of
Trustees

T

he College of Wooster Board of Trustees this spring elected Sally Staley ’78,
a higher education investment
governance consultant who led the
investment office for the endowment at Case
Western Reserve University for over a decade,
to serve as chair, succeeding Donald R.
Frederico ’76, who has held the position since
2017. The first woman to hold the position at
the College, Staley assumed the role July 1,
2021, with the start of the new fiscal year.
“Sally is an exceptional leader with a deep
knowledge and understanding of the most pressing issues facing higher education today,” said
President Sarah Bolton. “She cares deeply about
Wooster’s people and its mission, and I look forward to continuing to work alongside her as we
tackle the immediate and long-term goals before
us and ensure the successful implementation of
the Connect, Create, Discover strategic plan.”
“I am honored and
thrilled to be asked
to lead The College of Wooster
Board of Trustees,” said Staley,
who has been
a member of
the Board since
2006, serving
on the
gover-

nance, investment, and enrollment & marketing
committees. “My 43 years as an alumna and 15
years as a trustee have generated enormous pride
for me personally and professionally. The years
have surrounded me with continual learning,
great challenges, talented colleagues, and great joy
in being able to give back to Wooster a small part
of what Wooster provided for me.”
Staley is an investment governance consultant
in private practice and with the Association of
Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges.
In 2017, she retired from her role of 11 years as
chief investment officer at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, Ohio, where she oversaw
an in-house investment staff of six and managed
a $1.8 billion of a globally diversified endowment
and trust assets and $1.7 billion of employee retirement plan assets. Staley earned her degree from
Wooster in Latin American studies. She previously
served as part of the alumni leadership group in
Cleveland, as class president for the Class of ’78,
as an alumni Admissions representative, and is
an avid supporter of The Wooster Fund.

Wooster
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HELEN MURRAY FREE ENDOWED
LECTURE HONORS LEGACY OF
PIONEER CHEMIST
Helen Murray Free ’45, who died at 98 on May
1 from complications of stroke, came to The College of Wooster in 1941 to study to be a Latin or
English teacher, but after the start of World War
II she took an opportunity to switch her major
to chemistry that changed her life. “I think that
was the most terrific thing that ever happened
because I certainly wouldn’t have done the
things I’ve done in my lifetime,” said Free, in a
biography produced by the American Chemical
Society. After completing her bachelor’s degree
in chemistry at Wooster in 1945, Free worked
with her future husband Alfred Free at Miles
Laboratories in Elkhart, Indiana, to develop a
glucose test that led to a breakthrough and additional dip-and-read tests for proteins and other
substances. The technique and further research
led to the development of inexpensive tools for
the management of diabetes and kidney disease
that improved patient quality of life.
Based on this idea, her children
established the Helen Murray
Free Endowment at Wooster.
Endowed through the Al and
Helen Free Foundation, the fund
supports the annual lecture that
allows a renowned chemist to
interact with chemistry students
on a technical level and present
an all-college convocation on
the contributions of science to
quality of life. A generous donor
to the College for 39 years and
member of the 1866 Legacy
Society, Free attended the lecture
herself on many occasions.
← Free (front) at the 2016
lecture with her daughter-inlaw Sheryl McClure
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Individual Excellence Award for
the 2021 fiscal year for her artwork
“Wonder Tales: The Imprint of
Child’s Play,” a photographic series
that celebrates childhood. According
to the Ohio Arts Council website, the
Individual Excellence Awards “are
peer recognition of a creative artist’s
body of work that exemplifies their
specific discipline and advances the
larger artistic community.”

Students Teresa Ascencio ’23 (top)
and Victoria Silva ’23 founded BIPOC Performing Arts
Alliance, a new student organization
with the purpose
of creating “an
empowering
space for BIPOC
students to invest in
and expand on the
various cultural areas of the
performing arts,
both on and off
campus.”
Jennifer Faust, assistant
professor of chemistry, received
a five-year grant of $641,239
from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to support her
research studying the effects of
pesticides found in rain, snow,
and other particulate matter
collected in Ohio, along with her
work to train Wooster students
and local high school students in
atmospheric and environmental
chemistry research.

Jennifer Winge, new vice president for enrollment (left)
succeeds Scott Friedhoff (right), who retires after 11 years.

The National Science Foundation
awarded a three-year grant of
$174,363 to support interdisciplinary research at the intersection
between computer science and genetics. Led at Wooster by co-principal investigator Sofia Visa,
associate professor of computer
science, nine Wooster students
will create computer programs for
uncovering relationships between
genes and fruit development
during the next three summers.

Marcel Elkouri ’21

The Biden Administration
announced the appointment of
Wooster alumna and trustee Erika
Poethig ’93 as special assistant to
the President for Housing and Urban Policy. With prior experience
serving in the Obama Administration, the announcement noted that
Poethig’s role was a critical part
of “advancing the Biden-Harris
Administration’s commitment
to tackling the crises we face and
building back our country better.”

Ahmet Atay, profes-

sor and chair of
women’s, gender,
and sexuality
studies (WGSS),
global media and
digital studies, and
film studies, received
The James W. Chesebro Award for
Scholarly Distinction in Sexuality
Research. Awarded by the Central
States Communication Association
and named for member and LGBT
studies pioneer James Chesebro, the
honor recognizes Atay based on his
contributions to the study of gender, sexuality, and sexual identity.
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Jennifer Faust, assistant
professor of chemistry

↑ Chris Gumpper ’18, Amberleigh Ray ’18, Sarah
Comstock ’18, Rick Lehtinen, professor of biology,
Laura Sirot, associate professor of biology, and
Mackenzie Kellar ’18 completed research at Bijagual
Ecological Reserve in Costa Rica in 2017 that
resulted in a study published in a scholarly journal.

Rick Lehtinen, professor of biolo-

gy, recently published an article
with five Wooster graduates, titled
“Is second-growth rainforest good
enough? Going beyond community composition” in the journal
Biodiversity and Conservation.

Lehtinen was the Independent
Study advisor for biology graduates Christopher Gumpper ’18,
Keara Weiss ’20, Linnea Johnson
’17, Nathan Weltman ’16, and
Mackenzie Kellar ’18, who appear
as co-authors for the article that
draws on their I.S. research. The
article compares the biodiversity
and reproductive viability of oldgrowth, or original, rainforests
with second-growth, or younger,
rainforests using data that the six
researchers collected on glass frogs.
Álvaro Corral, assistant professor

of political science, co-authored
the recently published “‘All Enemies, Foreign and Domestic’: The
Presence of Anti-Latinx Political
Rhetoric and Latinxs as Third
World Threats in Secondary U.S.
Citizenship Curriculum,” a study
that analyzes anti-Latinx ideas in
high school social studies standards and curriculum nationwide. The article was published
in Teachers College Record, a top
journal in education, with two
co-authors, Christopher L. Busey
and Erika Davis.
Bridget Murphy Milligan, associate

professor of art and art history,
was awarded an Ohio Arts Council

a collaborative environment for
people to connect over art.

Marcel Elkouri ’21, a neuroscience

major, was awarded a five-year
fellowship by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) that provides
financial support for graduate students pursuing research-based master’s and doctoral degrees in STEM
disciplines. The recent Wooster
graduate will attend the University
of Michigan to pursue a doctorate
in neuroscience and is considering a
career in science communication.
Jennifer Winge, a 25-year college

admissions executive and current
dean of admissions, was named
vice president for enrollment, effective July 1. Winge succeeds Scott
Friedhoff, who will retire at the end
of the academic year after 40 years
of exceptional leadership in the field
and more than 11 years in the vice
president role at Wooster. Winge is
an active member of several professional associations throughout
the United States and led a panel
at Whitman College in June on
financial aid transparency.
Marianne Eileen
Wardle began her

appointment as
the new director and curator
of The College of
Wooster Art Museum
(CWAM) on Jan. 11. Drawing on
her previous experience working
at university art museums, Wardle
hopes to develop the CWAM as

Myrna Hernández assumed the
role of vice president of student
affairs and dean of students,
effective Feb. 1. Having served in
the same role on an interim basis
since July 1, Hernández played a
key role in the implementation of
Wooster's response to COVID-19
and served on the steering
committee for the student center
renovation project.

The College extends congratulations and best wishes to faculty
and staff retiring in the 2020-2021
year including Scott Friedhoff, vice
president for enrollment; Judith
Amburgey-Peters, associate professor of chemistry; Randy Middleton, electrician; John Lindner, the
Moore Professor of Astronomy and
Physics; and Josephine Wright,
Josephine Lincoln Morris Professor
of Africana Studies and Music.

↓
Read the full
stories online at
news.wooster.edu
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he fired a three-hit shutout in a 1-0 win over Ohio
Wesleyan University in the season opener.

Roundup: Wooster’s return
to varsity competition

T

he College of Wooster officially
returned to competition Feb. 5, and
all 23 Fighting Scots’ varsity teams
competed or practiced this spring.

Swimming and diving headlined the Scots’
outcomes as of publication with Josh Pearson
’24 breaking the school and Timken Natatorium records in the 400 individual medley
with a time of 4:03.53. Pearson was part of six
Timken Natatorium records this season (500
freestyle, 4:39.67; 1,650 freestyle, 16:23.55; 200
medley relay, 1:35.79; 400 medley relay, 3:30.75;
800 freestyle relay, 7:14.33). On the women’s
side Maddie Becker’s ’24 1:02.36 in the 100 individual medley is the top time at Timken Natatorium since the event’s resurgence during
the 2016-17 season, while Madison Whitman

STUDENTS SPENT A LOT
of time with faculty members
this year, but not much of that
time was spent in an office.
Videoconferencing has been
the norm for more than a
year. In this issue’s inside look
at Wooster offices, see how
some of our faculty made the
most of the virtual experience.
Tastefully curated background
images during Microsoft Teams
and Zoom meetings can set the
tone for a class or tell a story.
WOOSTER SUMMER 2021

Wooster’s fall teams also competed this spring
with men’s and women’s soccer shutting out
Wabash College and Hiram College, respectively, 3-0, in their return to competition. Katie
Schumacher ’23 and Kyle Stringer ’24 logged
braces in their Wooster debuts.

’21, Emma Connors ’24, Kay Wetmore ’23, and
Lexi Riley-DiPaolo ’21 had a time of 8:06.46 in
the 800 freestyle relay.

Andreas Xenofontos ’21, a standout forward on
the men’s soccer team, received a $10,000 NCAA
Postgraduate Scholarship. He’s the first Wooster
men’s soccer player chosen for this hallmark
scholarship of Wooster’s now 20 all-time
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship recipients.

In spring action, softball opened with a 5-2, 6-2
sweep against Denison University, marking the
first time in program history the Scots won backto-back games against the Big Red. Molly Likins
’22 went 9-for-15 during the four-game set against
Denison with three homers and 10 RBI. Evan Faxon ’21 was electric for Wooster’s baseball team, as

↖ Katie Schumacher ’23 scored in her
Wooster debut this spring.
← Josh Pearson ’24 was part of six
Timken Natatorium records this season.

Mark Wilson, the Lewis M. and Marian
Senter Nixon Professor of Natural Sciences
and Geology, tended to use a new background
image every class day, usually a geological
image from a photo he took during his travels
like this one of Nash Point on the southern coast
of Wales. His motivation to keep up on virtual
backgrounds was mostly based on a practical
consideration because “my home basement
office is dark and ugly!”

Jennifer Ison, assistant professor of biology,
can’t help but include plants and places that
celebrate plants in her virtual backgrounds.
During virtual meetings with her Independent
Study seniors, she asked everyone to post their
study species as a virtual background. One of
the virtual backgrounds she uses the most is
an image from the Harvard Museum of Natural
History’s glass flower exhibit “mostly because
I’m a plant nerd, but also because the glass
flowers are truly spectacular and were all made
over 100 years ago to teach botany.”

Word from
Wooster

XENOFONTOS RECEIVES NCAA
POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP

Men’s basketball’s 106-101 win over Wabash
College on Feb. 20 marked the first official win
of the Doug Cline ’95 era of Scots’ basketball.
Cline, a 2009 inductee to the W Association
Hall of Fame, took over the program he once
starred for upon Steve Moore’s retirement.

Office
Hours
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Jeremy Rapport, associate professor of
religious studies, used a number of virtual
backgrounds in classes, but most often
used an image of Amabie, “a Japanese
spirit who protects against plagues and
epidemics. It certainly seems appropriate to
the times, and I suppose I should note that,
at least so far, I have not had COVID.”

Pedroso Curry tends to be a bit reserved
in their meetings, so Judge has a habit
of making goofy asides to draw him out.
‘Look at us, doing some science!’ she remarked after
a successful calculation. If he responds to Judge’s
silliness, even slightly, she knows that he’s with her,
that they can keep going. If he doesn’t, something’s
wrong. Without a webcam, Judge couldn’t see if
Pedroso Curry was smiling. But by this point in the
semester, she could hear it in his voice. …In the
end, a lot of things went right this year. The creative
adjustments she’d made because of the pandemic,
Judge thought, had made her a better teacher. She
was proud of Pedroso Curry, who showed up ready
to work week after week and got his project done.
He had shown her a lot of resilience.”

“

—The Chronicle of Higher Education featured Shelley
Judge, associate professor of Earth sciences, and
her Independent Study advisee, Morgan Pedroso
Curry ’21 in a feature story published this spring
titled: “When One-On-One Learning Can’t Be Side by
Side: A close mentorship is this college’s hallmark.
What happens when it has to move online?”

@DrewPasteur, associate
professor of mathematics, shared
from his perspective this semester
in a series of tweets tagged
#100daysWooster.

“When I got to the end of the magazine,
I was so touched to see that she and her
friend Joyce were fondly remembered by a
1983 alumnus. My grandma definitely had
a lot of kind words and smiles to share!”
—Cheryl Buchwalter shared the joy she received in seeing
her grandmother Betty who worked in dining services,
remembered by an alumna who responded to the Q & A
in the spring 2021 issue of Wooster.
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Springtime
Commencement
comes for the
resilient Class
of 2021
“In my memory, both recent and longer
term, I have not experienced a
spring season more beautiful
and flourishing than this one. It
seems to me, metaphorically
speaking, as if the Earth
itself has felt isolated, locked
down, anxious, and uncertain
through these past 14 months
of pandemic and has now burst
forth in such an array of blossom,
and leaf, and urgent new growth such
as I never remember. And you, the Class of 2021,
have also been locked down in isolation and
anxiety for the final year-plus of your college
careers. Yet today, springtime comes for you.”
↑ Trustee, Rev. David Rice said in the benediction.

F

or the first-time in more than
a year, The College of Wooster
community gathered together
in-person for a Class of 2021 send-off
for the ages.
Nearly 400 graduates, led by Scot
Pipers, marched through Kauke Arch to
join 90 faculty members on the turf at
John Papp Stadium, as a limited number of family and friends cheered on
from the stands during Wooster’s 151st
Commencement ceremony.
Eighty-four members of the Class of
2021, who spent all or part of their senior
year at home in the U.S. or internationally, returned to Wooster to take part in the
celebration. As graduates met President
Sarah Bolton to receive their diplomas
a creative elbow bump replaced the
ceremonial handshake. Approximately
50 graduates participated remotely with
their image, name, and major(s) flashing
across the screen as Provost Lisa Perfetti
presented their degrees.
More than 5,000 viewers tuned in to
watch the production and congratulate
graduates from afar.

← President Sarah Bolton and
Angela Danso Gyane ’21 perform
the ceremonial elbow bump.
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↑ Participants look on as Angela
Danso Gyane ’21 captured the
emotion of a year of challenge and
uncertainty with a fitting rendition
of Sam Cook’s masterpiece “A
Change is Gonna Come.”
← Trustee Anne Wilson ’73
P’05 delivered an invocation
from her hometown of
Houston, Texas, brandishing
her Wooster brick. Seniors
got to work soon after her
address (left).
“We made it. We got hit by a
pandemic, our traditions taken
away, Independent Studies made
more challenging, but through it
all, we made it, and I am so proud
of us all.”
—Saeed Husain ’21, an anthropology major from Karachi, Pakistan

“We will no longer be going
at the same pace, so don’t
compare yourself to others.”
—Stachal Harris ’21, a political
science major from Phoenix,
Arizona

↑ Hikmet Sherief ’21 and
family members who
traveled from Ethiopia.
top: Graduates walk out to
the ceremony.

→ “The role of
a commencement speaker
is to offer a
message graduating seniors
will take to heart
and carry away
with them. But
whose voice on any
commencement stage this
year is loud enough to be heard
over the din of discord and crisis?”
asked Honorary Degree recipient
Anita Allen. “You are to be congratulated for persevering from one major
crisis to another. By continuing your
education, with consummate determination, you have modelled hope for older and younger Americans alike.” Allen
is the Henry R. Silverman Professor of
Law and professor of philosophy at University of Pennsylvania Law School and
an internationally recognized expert
on philosophical dimensions of privacy and data protection law, ethics,
bioethics, legal philosophy, women’s
rights, and diversity in higher education. She is a graduate of Harvard
Law School with a Ph.D. in philosophy
from the University of Michigan and is
the first African-American woman to
hold both a Ph.D. in philosophy and a
law degree.

“As we all go on to be doctors, lawyers, teachers, graduate
school students, and everything else, do not forget the experiences that molded you, the times that broke you, and
the people that helped you. As the years roll by, your time
at Wooster will become a faint memory, but I hope the
good times we have had stick with you and remind you to
never give up and keep pressing on.”
—Austrella Balley ’21, a political science major from
St. Louis, Missouri
Point your phone’s
camera at this
code to see more
photos from
Commencement:
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EVENTS
As we make plans for
in-person events with our
alumni when it’s safe to do
so, we’ve enjoyed gathering
virtually with so many of you
for events that kept Scot
spirits up this past spring
including the moments
captured here.
← winter alumni college,
featuring 13 courses taught
by Wooster alumni, including
“Being an Ally to BIPOC,” led
by Jessica Spradley ’03
↓ women & philanthropy
series showcased alumnae
creating lasting change
through their personal and
professional philanthropy
and sponsored by the
Office of Advancement and
createHER

Dear Scots,
As you can see from recent issues of the magazine, we continue to include alumni achievements, updates, weddings, and encounters that
are shared online at woosteralumni.org as we
are able. We encourage you to enter your class
notes online and contact our Office of Alumni
and Family Engagement with any questions.
Some resources that may help include:
PDF instruction sheet: www.woosteralumni.org/
file/Class-Notes-Instructions.pdf
If you would like to submit a class note and
are having difficulty doing so using the online
system, please email your class officer, or send
your note, along with your name and class year
to alumni@wooster.edu. We will submit the
note for you, which will then be visible in the
online system.
The full list of class officers and their contact
information can be found here:
www.woosteralumni.org/class-officers
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Keep in mind that any notes you see in the
magazine here are shared online in this way
and more details unrestricted by the limitations
of print can be found in the online version at
woosteralumni.org.
This summer, we hosted Reunion Reimagined,
an online celebration of Alumni Weekend, June
10-12, and we look forward to recapping the
highlights of this event for you in the fall issue
of the magazine. As local and global health
conditions allow, we hope to host Black and
Gold Weekend and bring our 50th Reunion
classes (1970 & 1971) to campus. We will be in
touch with further details as we have them. In
addition, we plan to host regional reunion
gatherings when we are able to safely bring
alumni together. If you have questions or
concerns, please reach out at 330-263-2533
or at alumni@wooster.edu.
Go Scots!
Thomas McArthur, Assistant Vice President
for Alumni & Family Engagement

Alumni
Achievements
’60s
Trinda L. Bedrossian ’69
published California Geology
(November 1975), a book on
the history of the California
Geological Survey that is now
available in paperback on
Amazon.

’70s
Thomas A. Mitchell ’74 wrote,
“I have been working as a
lifeguard during my retirement
and when several managers
retired, I became a lifeguard
instructor. This is much more
interesting and challenging.
Prior to COVID-19 I taught
elementary and pre-school
swimming lessons.”

’80s

↓
Look for coverage
of our virtual
celebration of Alumni
Weekend 2021 in this
fall’s issue.

Scott R. Culler ’80 received
the American Chemical
Society’s 2021 Award for
Creative Invention. The
award, “recognizes the work
of a single inventor for the
successful application of
research in chemistry and/
or chemical engineering that
contributes to the material
prosperity and happiness of
people” and will be presented
at the ACS meeting in Atlanta
this fall.
Gregory C. Postel ’84 was
named the 18th president of The
University of Toledo on March
5, 2021. The University of Toledo
board commended Postel “for
his tireless efforts since joining

the University in the interim
role last July.” Board Chair Al
Baker noted many of Postel’s
accomplishments “including
successfully leading the safe
reopening of campus during the
COVID-19 pandemic.”

’90s
Jamieson B. Bowman ’95 was
featured in the article, “Focus
on Black-owned businesses:
Violin Bowman engages
families at his Suzuki studio”
in the Akron Beacon Journal
for his work teaching violin to
young children with the Suzuki
Method.

’00s
Beth Ann Delong ’08 is thrilled
to report she is getting back to
work after more than two years
of breast cancer treatment and

surgeries! She has been hired by
Lynker Technologies to work as
a biologist aboard commercial
fishing boats in Hawaii. Her
first day of training was on I.S.
Monday, so she celebrated from
Honolulu.

WOOSTER ENCOUNTERS
Donald R. Allman ’74 and
Daniel D. Hyatt ’73 wrote, “a
group of men from Seventh
Section met over Zoom,
including Dan Hyatt ’73, Bill
Henley ’73, Dave “Tiny” Wilbur
’73, Rod Russell ’73, Tim Fusco
’74, Chris Nicely ’74, Don
Allman ’74, Brian Chisnell ’74,
Denny Zeiters ’75, Jay Schmidt
’75, Gene Schindewolf ’75,
Mike “Poon” Patterson ’75,
Jim Clough ’75, Robin Harbage
’75, Dave Stenner ’75, “Easy”
Ed Snyder ’75, Pat McLaughlin
’76, Dave “Bird” Branfield ’76,
Rick Hopkins ’76, and Dave
Churchill ’77. There were many
exchanges of memories, some
smack talk, and many laughs
as pictures from long ago were
produced!”

ALUMNI UPDATES
Ann Coffman Hunter ’65 wrote
that she recently moved to a
retirement community and that
“During downsizing I read all
the letters I had written to my
parents. I learned that it had
taken ‘a village’ (second floor
Babcock) to get my I.S. in, one
day late. I remembered that a
few people had helped me, but I
had told my parents about every
single person who stopped

Share
your news!
Have you married, started
a new job, or retired? Share
your news with your Wooster
classmates and read more
of theirs by logging in at
woosteralumni.org. You’ll
find contact information
for class secretaries here:
woosteralumni.org/classofficers. If you have questions
about sharing your notes online
contact alumni@wooster.edu.

Randolph Miles ’93 and Christopher Myers ’93 (and the latter's husband, Kyle Minor) shared
one of many 5,000-mile toasts of 2020 from San Francisco, to Bergen, Norway.
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“I learned that it had
taken ‘a villageʼ (second
floor Babcock) to get
my I.S. in, one day late.
I remembered that a few
people had helped me,
but I had told my parents
about every single
person who stopped by to
type, proofread, collate,
whatever I needed.”

I.S. prepares Ainslee
Alem Robson ’15 to take
on a creative film project
BY SAMUEL CASEY ’21

I

— Ann Coffman Hunter ʼ65

by to type, proofread, collate,
whatever I needed. Though you
may not remember, I just want
to tell you all how grateful I am
for having had such kind and
helpful friends. We will be glad
when we can see more of you,
virtually or in person.”
Lynn Leggoe O'Connell ʼ70
wrote, “Between 2013 and up
until shortly before his death, I
had the joy of working with Lou
Castelli ’70 to locate the audio
and video of “The Beta Affair,” a
spy movie made by members of
our class for restoration and now
available on YouTube. In his final
days, Lou was aware and pleased
that efforts were being made to
reach out for wider circulation of
this collaboration.”
David K. Martin ’83 wrote, “Tara
Mahlerwein Martin ’82 and I
sold our home in Memphis,
Tennessee, in December 2020
and have established permanent
residency in Clearwater Beach,
Florida. We plan to rent for the
next few years and then when
I retire, move full time to the
beach! Tara has been retired
from teaching German for about
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Meredith Rose Shaul ’12 wrote, “In March 2020, to celebrate my 30th birthday and reunite with
old friends, I had a presidential-themed birthday party in downtown Buffalo, New York, the last
celebration before the pandemic hit!” Some of those who attended included Sarah Bradley ’15,
Meredith Shaul ’12, Dempsey Simonis ’15, Jess Yarmosky ’11, Gabriella Gilfoy ’15, Jeannie
Quenneville ’12, Allison Chin ’14, Erin Plews-Ogan ’13, Becky Craig ’13, Casey Green ’12, Micah
Caunter ’12, and Katie Markovich ’12.

two years now, and it is getting
tougher every day when she
says see you later to head out in
the sun while I sit in front of the
computer doing Webex calls. It’s
been an interesting 12 months
with COVID. Looking forward
to getting vaccine and moving
forward. Greetings to all and
enjoy the rest of 2021!”
Betty Feigenbaum ’86 wrote,
“On Sept. 25, 2020, Seth and I
welcomed our first grandchild.
My oldest daughter Dana and her
husband Kyle welcomed Taytum
Maize Jackson. They are currently
living in Halifax, Nova Scotia, so
unfortunately we haven’t been
able to see her much.”

Kelly (Harrold) Story ’11 and
Ryan Story ’10 celebrated the
birth of their daughter, Evelyn
Story, on Nov. 05, 2020.

WEDDINGS
Lauren Breck ’16 married Ari
Pompas ’15 on Aug. 8, 2020.

Alumni updates and photos of weddings or
encounters included in this issue were submitted online by March 15, 2021 and edited
for clarity, style, and length. Note that some
photos were taken or submitted before pandemic restrictions. Digital images of high resolution (files sized at least 1-3 MB) work best.
Images that do not meet the quality standards
necessary for printing cannot be included.
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n early 2020, Ainslee Alem
Robson ’15 made her directorial
debut with the premiere of Ferenj:
A Graphic Memoir in VR, which she
also wrote, narrated, produced, and
designed. Virtual reality, or VR, is
a 360-degree cinematic experience
created using emerging technologies
in film and entertainment and viewed
through a headset. Robson digitally
rendered real-life 3D images and videos into dots which resemble the same
images when observed at a certain
angle, experience she gained from her
master's program in fiction and entertainment at the Southern California
Institute of Architecture. “In order to
graduate, we had to do research and
create a narrative project of our own
choosing,” she said, likening her work
on Ferenj to the Independent Study she
completed in her senior year at The
College of Wooster. “Going through
the I.S. process gave me the mental
endurance and confidence to tackle
this creative project.”

right: Ainslee
Alem Robson ’15
below: The reallife installation of
the virtual reality
film Ferenj: A
Graphic Memoir
in VR.
Photos provided
by Ainslee Alem
Robson

the photographers’ ability to portray
their own perspectives and define
their own realities of Ethiopia and the
continent of Africa on their own terms
through the production of beautiful
and meaningful images.”
When Robson returned to the United
States, she enrolled at the Institute of
Architecture, and created Ferenj for
her research project. The film is an
exercise in emancipatory thought in
which Robson explores culture and
the idea of “white gaze” from her own
biracial Ethiopian-American identity,
including themes that she explored in
her Independent Study as a Wooster
student. “Ferenj was a natural extension of many core ideas and burning
questions I had when I did my I.S., so
I actually went back and re-read a lot
of the same authors and decolonial
theory,” Robson said.
Her debut film had official premieres
at several film festivals, art spaces, and
cultural institutions in 2020 across the
world. Even though the coronavirus
pandemic prevented an in-person
premiere, its online presence greatly

extended the
audience
who could
tune in. “It
actually
premiered
virtually
throughout
the entire
continent of
Africa on mobile
devices at the Electric Africa VR Festival
which was the most accessible exhibition I’ve had yet because it didn’t
require a headset,” Robson said.
Ultimately, the alumna credited
Wooster for helping her access the
interdisciplinary skills necessary to
create a project like this. “I was able to
jump into an architecture school having no design background and figure
my way out,” Robson said.
Read more about Robson’s work on
Ferenj by searching her name at
Wooster.edu.

As a French and philosophy double major, Robson was not thinking
about a career in visual arts when
she graduated from Wooster. It was
not until she went to Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia, that she felt more visually
inspired. Robson, an Ethiopian-American raised in Cleveland, worked
for renowned photographer Aida
Muluneh on the international Addis
Foto Fest in 2016. “This was the first
time I was really drawn toward visual
storytelling and wanted to pursue it
further,” she said. “I was inspired by
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James Cooper ’08 carries
forward mentorship
experience at Wooster
BY SAMUEL CASEY ’21

D

uring his four years at Wooster,
James Cooper ’08 was a standout basketball player, scoring
over 2,000 points in his career as a
Fighting Scot and playing professionally for a year in Germany after graduation. It was a tragedy after returning
to his hometown Springfield, Ohio,
that eventually convinced Cooper to
dedicate his life to the community he
grew up in. “I always wanted to give
back in some way, but what made me
really go for it was when my brother
was shot and killed in Springfield
almost seven years ago,” Cooper
said. After going through a three-year
depression, Cooper was motivated to
live for himself and his brother. “My
plan was to give back and help other
people who grew up how we grew up,
and give them hope,” he said.
Cooper was concerned about the
number of children in Springfield
growing up in unstable circumstances
and who are exposed to drug use and
violence in their daily lives. Having
worked with nonprofits for several
years, Cooper decided to start one
himself. “Brake the Cycle is a program
centered on mentorship and life coaching to support young men and help
them graduate to something besides
prison or an early grave,” he said.
Established in November 2020, the
structure of Brake the Cycle includes
adult mentors, called game changers,
who work with 20-25 students in 8th
to 12th grade, called scouts. The scouts
also meet with Cooper one-on-one
each week to develop progress reports
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↓
James Cooper
ʼ08 works
with a young
participant
from the Brake
the Cycle
program.
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and set goals. Due to the coronavirus
pandemic, Brake the Cycle started
out differently than expected. “Our
goal was to build and use our own
facilities, but we couldn’t because of
COVID-19. We were still able to have
our first meeting after the New Year,”
Cooper said. The program covers
topics like safe sex, drug use, social
media etiquette, and career planning,
which Cooper pulls from his own
experience at Wooster. “My parents
were high school dropouts and didn’t
teach me about internships,” he said,
“so I can share my own experiences
and set these kids up for success.”

“I always wanted to give
back in some way, but what
made me really go for it was
when my brother was shot
and killed in Springfield
almost seven years ago. My
plan was to give back and
help other people who grew
up how we grew up, and give
them hope.”

Cooper, who was inducted into the
W Association Hall of Fame in 2018,
described his time at Wooster as “life
changing” because it was the first
time he lived in a stable environment
that gave him a distraction. “Living in
Wooster showed me that it was possible to live a positive peaceful life,” he
said. “For me, it was basketball that

took me away from the chaos and
drama of my home life.” Cooper credited the mentorship of former men’s
basketball head coach, Steve Moore
for inspiring his own work in mentoring. “Coach Moore was the best coach
I ever played for,” Cooper said. “He
taught me how to carry myself both
on and off the court.”

Alea Henle ’93
emphasizes the
importance of
inclusivity in
historical fantasies

RECENT ALUMNI BO OKS

DARREN C.
DEMAREE ’03
Unfinished Murder
Ballads
Backlash Press, 2020

BY SAMUEL CASEY ’21

— James Cooper ’08

A

lea Henle ’93 has always enjoyed
reading historical fantasy, but as
a United States historian she was
hesitant to write it. “I’ve resisted
because anyone who writes historical fiction,
fantasy or not, has to weigh the needs of the
story against what actually happened, and
these don’t always align,” Henle said. “Yet,
characters appear in my head with partial
information and the only way I learn their full
stories is by writing them out.” She solved
this dilemma by writing from a different era
than her expertise, and it resulted in three
historical fantasy novels, the latest of which,
The Museum of All Things Lost & Forgotten,
was published at the beginning of 2021. It
follows the journey of Bea, a sorcerer working
in a magical museum, who stumbles into
a dangerous adventure while returning an
unattended child to their parents. Henle was
inspired to write about a sorcerer after including a character in a previous novel, Swan &
Shadow, which was set at a fictional college
featuring elements from Wooster.
Besides using Wooster as a resource for
her novels, Henle gained experience for her
current career as a librarian at Miami Univer-

sity in Oxford, Ohio. “Wooster offered a good,
all-around education and that's an excellent
basis on which to become a librarian,” Henle
said. “I also worked in the Wooster libraries
as a student in interlibrary loan, giving me
additional familiarity with some of the less
visible jobs.” Henle’s time at Wooster also
gave her the ability to be around a diverse
student body which has allowed her to recognize her privilege and write more inclusively.
“If I’m creating a museum of all things lost
and forgotten, it cannot just be all things lost
and forgotten in English,” she explained. “I
was very conscious of this, so I did research
and worked with sensitivity readers to include
major characters who are not white and/or
not of Anglo-European descent.”
Overall, Henle credits Wooster for its emphasis on writing and the role it plays for students. “Having accomplishments like junior
or senior Independent Study behind you is
always good and shows you that you’re able
to complete a major writing assignment,”
she said. “You may not be interested in writing as a career, but for those who are, it can
provide the confidence to say, ‘hey, I did that,
and I know I can do even more.’”

ALEA HENLE ’93
The Museum of All Things Lost & Forgotten
Crabgrass Publishing, 2021

The unsettling moments and feelings of
mystery are brought
to life in this collection of poetry by
Demaree’s beautifully
haunting lyrics.
Burning It Down
8th House Publishing,
2020
This booklength poem is a
fictionalized version
of topical events
from political
polarization to a
global pandemic.

CORNELIA
LYBARGER
NEUSWANGER ’47
Here We Belong:
Stories of Life in
Small-Town Colorado
Independently
published, 2021
For over 25 years,
Neuswanger
wrote an eagerly
anticipated column in her local Wray,
Colorado newspaper The Wray Gazette.
Encouraged to create a compilation
shortly before her death in 2010, this is the
final collection of the columnist’s favorite
stories posthumously organized and
published by her family.

In this historical fantasy, a young woman loves her internship in a magical museum until she stumbles across an unattended child in a long-forgotten forest who must be reunited with her parents.
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ABBY KURTH ’76
Sick and Tired, To
Healthy and Inspired:
9 Steps to Prevent
Lifestyle Related
Diseases
Know Nutrition, 2020
This lifestyle workbook guides readers to
make small daily changes in order to improve
overall health and happiness and prevent lifestyle-related diseases that run in the family.
GWEN SPICER ’86
Magnetic Mounting
Systems for Museums and Cultural
Institutions
Spicer Art Books, 2019
Spicer’s book systematically explains
magnetic behaviors
and the procedures
involved in developing a magnetic mounting system used for the display of art
and artifacts. Featuring case studies and
over 80 photographs and drawings, the
book explores a broad range of artifact
types and magnetic systems that can be
employed and manipulated for uses in
exhibition and storage.

ROBERT D.
STODDARD JR. ’62
Sarah and Her Sisters:
American Missionary Pioneers in Arab
Female Education,
1834-1937
Hachette Antoine, 2020
This book includes
historical accounts of
the courageous Protestant women who, at
great personal sacrifice and against great
odds, founded and taught in the first schools
for Arab girls in Ottoman Syria and Lebanon and first college for Arab women that
evolved into Lebanese American University.
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In Memoriam
Since the last issue, the Office of Alumni and Family Engagement
became aware of the deaths of the following alumni by March 15, 2021.
Contact alumni@wooster.edu with information about the deaths of
alumni or for more information.

’41, Betty M. (Baker)
Maynard, Nov. 9, 2020,
Pasadena, CA

’53, Barbara L. (Langdon)
Clayton, Dec. 15, 2020,
Durham, NC

’63, Leona M. (Porter)
Morack, Sept. 5, 2020,
Greenwood, IN

’42, Pete Bogner, Feb. 28,
2021, Wooster, OH

’53, Jane M. (Murray) Shaffer,
May 19, 2020, Hull, MA

’42, Edward A. Fisher, Feb.
14, 2021, Norwalk, CT

’54, Phillips Cutright, Oct. 7,
2020, Flat Rock, NC

’65, James E. Alexander,
April 18, 2020, Saint Simons
Island, GA

’44, Fern B. Raff (Fisher)
Pfister, Nov. 16, 2020, West
Sunbury, PA

’54, Robert H. Stults, Nov.
23, 2020, Orlando, FL

’49, Martha Jane McAfee,
Nov. 19, 2020, Windsor, CO
’50, John M. Eaton, Dec. 23,
2020, Ludington, MI
’50, William E. Gwatkin, III,
Jan. 23, 2021, Santa Rosa, CA
’50, Edward S. Hughes, Dec.
11, 2020, Brenham, TX
’50, Beverly C. (Kissling)
Rosengren, March 9, 2021,
Glen Rock, NJ
’51, Lois M. (Foust)
Oppermann, Feb. 9, 2021,
Doylestown, PA
’52, Dorothy J. (Jackman)
Butz, Oct. 17, 2020,
Westerville, OH
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’55, Wayne W. Hershberger,
Feb. 13, 2021, Lodi, OH
’55, Samuel W. Siskowic,
Jan. 8, 2021, San Diego, CA
’57, Willard A. Bredenberg,
Jan. 30, 2021, Lewiston, ME
’57, Rodney L. Buckson, Jan.
17, 2021, Harrodsburg, KY
’57, Robert P. Crone, Dec. 25,
2020, Tucson, AZ
’57, Richard A. Evans, March
12, 2020, Worthington, OH
’57, Elisabeth (Walters)
Walker, Jan. 10, 2021,
Wilton, CT
’59, Ronald T. Rolley, Feb. 6,
2021, West Lafayette, IN

’52, James Hughes, March
10, 2021, King Ferry, NY

’61, Frederick R. Brooking,
Jan. 1, 2021, Asheville, NC

’52, John W. Zion, March 8,
2021, New Philadelphia, OH

’62, William P. Bishop, Feb.
12, 2021, Paonia, CO

’66, Edward Sohl, Feb. 6,
2021, Richardson, TX
’67, Judith Lee (Tustison)
Kovacs, Dec. 28, 2020,
Charlottesville, VA
’69, Mark C. Johnson, Oct.
12, 2020, Claremont, CA
’71, Jodine K. (Alexander)
Long, Feb. 17, 2021, Shreve, OH
’73, Christopher B. Rainey,
Dec. 12, 2020, Oxford, OH
’88, Douglas A. Crowther,
Dec. 25, 2020, Longboat Key, FL
’89, B. Brent Bunnell, Feb. 4,
2021, Ashtabula, OH
’91, Byron D. Fruehling, Feb.
16, 2021, Millersburg, OH
’99, Chaya S. (Cashin) Zahn,
Dec. 9, 2019, Arlington, VA

Q

Q &A
We asked and you answered. Thank you to all the alumni who shared their
experiences. Read some of our favorite responses below and participate in the
prompt for the next issue.

Q

Was there an internship, job, or experience
you had at Wooster that
played a key role in solidifying
your own career path?
“Working as a writer, section
editor, and finally editor-in-chief
of The Wooster Voice led me
to my career in publishing. As
editor-in-chief, I rallied the team to
put out the Voice during a week
when everything went wrong.
Sharing that experience in an
interview landed me my first job
in publishing, where deadlines are
finite and can’t be missed. (I also
met my husband working for the
Voice so it’s especially important
to me.)”
—Margaret Donnelly ’11
“As a bagpiper with The College of
Wooster Pipe Band, we would often
present music at local elementary
schools. I grew in my presentation
skills by sharing the history and
science of music. Audiences can
be a challenge, but a second grader
can read right through your soul
to know if you’re doing something
of worth. Interestingly, I also
learned how to tell a good story on
tour with the band. I would share

humorous stories of the day's
events on the mic of the tour bus.
Today, I have made storytelling my
career. I am a children's librarian
who focuses on the importance of
storytelling through books, music,
and sharing experiences.”
—George Morrison ’04
“Working at the IT help desk! To
this day it’s still my favorite job
that I’ve ever had. I learned useful
troubleshooting skills and how to
write step-by-step documentation
well. I use these skills in my current career today. If the help desk
was hiring now, I’d be first in line
to apply.”
—Riley Bundren ’14
“I worked on the Wooster Digital
History Project during its inaugural summer. I spent the summer
poring over primary sources in
archives, interviewing people,
and making online exhibits. The
opportunity helped me see that I
loved doing history in its myriad
forms and led me to pursue a
Ph.D. in British history at Indiana
University where I am currently a
Ph.D. candidate.”
—Laura Merrell ’15

What is one skill you
learned from I.S. that you
still use today?

“As a geology major at Wooster,
I learned the art of taking very
precise field notes. If you don't
capture the thought or observation while you are in the field, it
will be lost forever. As a professional geologist, I rely heavily on
my field notes. I couldn't do my
job without them.”
—Robinson Noble ’91

“As an academic, there is scarcely a skill
I don't use on an almost daily basis! If I
had to pick one, I would choose the way
I.S. taught me to think analytically about
important questions, and to never settle
for easy answers.”
—David Alan Smailes ’81

“I had to learn to take a step back
and throw the normal way of doing
things away. The whole premise
of my I.S. was to explore new
methods of theatre production
that don’t fit the mold, but actively
doing that and fighting against the
institutional knowledge was quite a
challenge. Now, when projects I’m
working on don’t conform to “normal processes,” that doesn’t scare
me, and reignites that spark.”
—Kent Sprague ’14

“Being a student athletic trainer for Tom
Love set me on the path that has dominated
my career. In addition to on-the-job
experience, I got the autonomy to gain
confidence and set myself apart from other
job seekers.”
—Andrew Nicholson ’89

“I learned to just ask, to start a
conversation to learn something.
In my I.S. experience, I found that
asking questions to experts or
folks involved with a particular
subject will often be fruitful or at
least provide further references for
more experiences or knowledge.
Sometimes the hardest thing to do
is to get started on a project, but
I found that it is easier to start a
project by just asking how to start
or where to begin.”
—George Morrison ’04

FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE:
In anticipation of this fall’s
issue when Wooster’s
campus will once again be
buzzing with the excitement
of a new academic year, we
want to hear why you loved
fall on Wooster’s campus.
Q. What was one of your
favorite things to do at
Wooster at the start of a
new year?

Q. With a new fall semester, comes new firstyear students leaving their homes and comfort zones. What advice do you have for the
incoming first years to make
the most of their time at The
College of Wooster?
Share your responses at
bit.ly/sum21QA or point your
phone’s camera at this QR
code to enter them on the web.
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Ready to race in 2022 after
teaching it from the sideline

school teacher. As the 2022 Iditarod Teacher on the Trail,
he will soon be able to deliver those lessons from the
perspective of someone who has been there.

T H E I D ITA R O D T R A I L Sled Race, with its inspiring origin
story of the 20 teams of dogs and their mushers who ran a
relay over 674 miles in 1925 to deliver diphtheria antitoxin
serum to sick patients in Nome, seems to be as popular with
teachers as it is with those who enjoy dog-sledding events.
In the elementary grades especially, the Iditarod has it all:
lessons on geography, weather patterns, native populations
of America’s 49th state, history, animal welfare discussion
points, and, of course, dogs.

Deprez was originally supposed to be in Alaska this year,
after being chosen to be 2021 Iditarod Teacher on the Trail.
COVID-19 cut short his travel plans and Deprez had to follow
the events from Ohio, but race organizers offered him the
chance to be part of the event in 2022. The opportunity is a
dream come true for Deprez, who, like many, is excited to look
ahead after more than a year of cancellations and deferred
plans. And when he returns to Alaska for the race in 2022, he
will be part of the 50th running of the race. “It goes from a
gray cloud this year to a celebratory year next year.”

Jim Deprez ’02 has looked forward to the race’s traditional
start in early March each year and has included the Iditarod
in lessons every year in 12 of his 15 years as an elementary-

Read more about how Deprez incorporates the interdisciplinary education he received at Wooster
into his teaching inside on page 19.

Permission for use of photo from
The Iditarod and David Poyzer

